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The next generation of online comments is here 

CMMNTZ solves online discussion headaches for users and publishers alike 

[PHILADELPHIA – February 5, 2019] A tech startup in Philadelphia has cracked the nut of how to 
have productive dialogue in online comments without having to wade through a cesspool of posts 
by trolls and worse. And now it’s available for bloggers and websites to improve their community 
engagement. 

CMMNTZ is an innovative community engagement process that utilizes technology to solve what’s 
broken with online comments. The web-based application, which launched Tuesday, February 5, 
2019, offers unprecedented choices and ways to engage for both users and publishers alike, 
empowering a community to have real, valuable discussions. 

Previously, audiences and users could simply post comments; read comments; “like” or upvote 
other comments; and sort the entire thread by oldest, newest and most liked. Comment sections 
easily got out of hand. They were typically overrun with trolls, extremists monopolizing the 
conversation, vitriol and hate, spam and flame wars. All of this put extreme burden on blogs and 
websites to attempt to moderate the conversations, but it was a costly, losing battle. 

Instead of trying to change the way users behave online through training or moderation, CMMNTZ 
utilizes technology to solve these commenting woes.   

With CMMNTZ’s intuitive voting features, users can provide nuanced feedback and distinguish 
different characteristics of comments.  They can even see how other users engaged with each 
comment, driving their engagement incentives even further. Additionally, users can sort and filter 
comments multiple ways, offering an unparalleled ability to focus and pinpoint particular or certain 
types of comments. These community engagement processes carry substantial value for publisher 
efforts and goals as well. 

AJ Sharma, the founder and CEO of Classibridge, CMMNTZ’s parent company, said, “For users, 
CMMNTZ unlocks unprecedented capabilities for engagement while bringing freedom and putting 
choices back into the hands of users. For publishers of online content, the power unlocked through 
their community’s engagement is immense. The need for manual moderation substantially 
decreases and the ability for publishers to easily create curated initial views dramatically 
increases.” 

Unlike other popular online commenting tools, CMMNTZ highly values user privacy. CMMNTZ does 
not capture any Personally Identifiable Information (PII) and user interactions are not mined to 
resell to data brokers or used for targeted advertising. 

Classibridge is a tech startup in Drexel Hill, Pa., that has created the next-generation online 
commenting widget CMMNTZ, which sits below articles on various websites and blogs. We believe 
technology should assist the silent majority in sound analysis, productive discussions, and bridging 
their differences to find solutions that work for all. For more information, go to www.classibridge.com, 
call 610-449-8000, like us on Facebook and follow us on Twitter @Classibridge. 
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